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ABSTRACT: This paper presents survey of techniques for Mapping XML data to relational table using
supervised and unsupervised learning. XML is being increasingly used in diverse domains ranging from
data and application integration to content management. The techniques are categorized based upon
different approaches like Statistics, Self Organizing Mappings Based approaches. It provides the reader
with the major advancement in the data mapping research, using these mapping techniques the features
and categories in the surveyed work based upon the above stated categories. This served as the major
contribution of this paper. Mappings in XML to tables can only deliver satisfactory query performance.
We survey different mapping techniques for XML data into relational table or databases.
Keywords: XML, Database System, Indexes, Query Processing, ShreX, XPEV

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s world or current scenario, the World Wide Web (WWW) is one of the
important media used by lots of the human beings as the part of their regular life activity
(i.e.; e-business, e-mail, e-management, e-learning, and e-library etc). Several Enterprise
collaborates with other different enterprise in read or writes work flow in long term, they
accessed through the services which are XML based. These inter enterprise
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communication need large amount of data to be exchanged through web i.e. in XML
format which needed to b stored somewhere as a digital copy. For the researchers and
database vendors, storing huge amount of data or web services data is becoming a
attractive area of research. The important issue is how efficiently they can retrieve and
query these data. On the other side mapping data to the databases is also a big challenge.
Many of the techniques have been proposed for mapping XML data to relational
tables. Using these techniques we aims to, no loss of information while shredding.
Reconstruction of original XML documents is easier and faster. Maintaining a document
structure. Preserve the ordering nature of XML data. Performing a semantic search for
XML data.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A] DataGuide-based Distribution for XML Documents
[3] Data Guide: For XML Documents, DataGuide-based Distribution is effectively serves
as a path-level index. Since XPath is the main navigational language for XML documents,
were Data Guide is used in its optimizations. For example, in XML database nodes of
Data Guide point to the specific nodes of a document, which allows quick evaluation for
XPath queries.[1]
Data Guide for XML document D is an XML document DG with following properties:
1. for each path in D (Data) there is a equivalent or unique path in DG (Data
Guide)
2. For each path in DG (Data Guide) there is a unique path in Data
Data Guide is a descriptive schema for SXML/XML data. While prescriptive schemas
(DTD, XML Schema, Relax-NG) act more as a traditional database schema, restricting
allowable XML data, a Data Guide infers rather than imposes structure. [3]
Data Guide shows actual (rather than possible) structure of XML data extracting the
structure from the XML data. It may be used as schema for semi-structured data without
any explicit schema declaration, such as non-validated XML documents.

B] Query Translation from XPath to SQL in the Presence of Recursive DTDs
[5] Xpath to Sql Translation:
An XPATH to SQL transformation algorithm that produces corresponding SQL queries
for a subset of XPATH. This technique allows utilizing standard relational databases to
store XML data. XPATH is a language which used to query a XML document for data.
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The query is generally an expression. For every given XPATH expression, XPATH
navigates through whole XML document to fetch the results which matching the
predicates and conditions explain in the expression. Mapping data between XML and
relational databases has become necessary for many organizations, because these days
XML is used as a data store in many applications. [7]
C. Mapping XML to a wide sparse table
[1] Selective Sparse MappingWhile mapping data in sparse mapping, entire document is mapped. Various applications
may be or always interested in a small fragment only. In this section, we introduce
selective sparse mapping, this is an index mechanism that allows users to map only a
fragment of interest or data of interest to sparse columns. In original sparse mapping, each
mapping column or mapping attributes corresponds to a unique path with only parent-child
axes. In contrast, a column in the selective mapping may relates to a path expression
containing // or *. Hence, elements from different two columns may not be disjoint. [1]

D. Model-Mapping Approaches for Storing and Querying XML Documents in Relational
Database
[4] XPEV: This approach shows an improvement from Edge and XRel approaches in
XML. It stores different XML documents in its relational schema and uses three tables
schema to store XML documents in a relational database. Path table stores distinctive
(root-to-any) paths, where Edge table represents parent-child relationships, and Value
table stores all the values of elements and attributes. By using XPEV, any well developed
XML document can be mapped to the relational database schema. It uses XQuery 2.0 and
XPath 1.0 Data Model, and is having an efficient mapping approach for storing XML
documents using relational database technology to provide well enhanced query
processing. In addition, it is easy to understand, and it performs as unique model-mapping
approaches.[4]

E. A Comprehensive Solution to the XMLtoRelational Mapping Problem
[7] ShreX:
XML-to-relational mapping framework and system. This system provides the first
comprehensive solution to the relational storage for XML data available by web
transaction. Mappings in ShreX are design through annotations to an XML schema or
XML data. The use of XML Schema simplifies the mapping process, since user does not
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need to understand new specialized mapping language. The use of annotations allows
mapping choices to be combined in several or multiple ways. As a result, ShreX is goo in
supports all the mapping strategies, but it never consider new useful strategies that need to
be considered.[7]

Sr. No.

Mapping Technique

Description

Advantage

Limitation

[1]

Data Guide

Used as Optimization of
XML data for Xpath or
Xquery.

Determining
fragments to
distribute and
replicate and their
placement.
Management of
corresponding
fragments and
replicas.
When queries are
written in XQuery,
they require less
code as compared to
queries written in
XSLT.

Replication of data

An index mechanism
which allows user to
map interested fragment
of sparse column.

While accessing
xml data its
generally use XML
data which assessed
more from the table.

Due to selective
approach, more relevant
or appropriate data is
not getting extracted.

Is an efficient mapping
approach
for storing XML
documents using
relational database
technology to enhance
query processing
a system for shredding,
loading and querying
XML documents
in relational databases

any well-formed
XML document can
be mapped to the
relational database
schema

its relational schema
remains large, because it
stores entire
XML documents in two
tables

Incoming XML
data is just feeding
an existing
relational database,
at this instance
shredding can be
useful.

Shredding XML into a
large number of tables
can lead to a complex
and unnatural
fragmentation of your
logical business objects
that makes application
development difficult
and error-prone.

[2]

Xpath to Sql
Translation

[3]

Selective Sparse
Mapping

[4]

XPEV

[5]

Shredding
XML(ShreX)

Is a language used to
query a XML document
for data, The query is an
expression.
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fragment leads to error
in mapping data using
data guides.

the limitations of the
SQL language in
handling semi-structured
or markup information
resulted in the
development of the
XQuery language
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III.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, different techniques for mapping XML to sparse table, their
advantages and limitation is introduced. While sensing the surrounding environment,
processing the sensed information and mapping the resultant data relational databases
consumes high amount of data base space compared to sparse table. Therefore, the
mapping techniques need to spend the least amount of database spaces as possible to spare
enough space for the crucial operations of the XML mapping to relational table. As space
is the scarce resource, query execution time of the mapping techniques is an important
issue from a system design point of view. So, if high query execution time consumes more
system time in process. This can surely save space and time of the rest of the system and
ultimately increase the total lifetime of the system.
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